Abstract. The context of use in which users are carrying out their interactive tasks is continuously submitted to an evolution in the user population, the computing platforms used for the tasks, and the physical environment in which users are living. This evolution process raises a need for extending traditional task modelling to support multiple contexts of use simultaneously. To address this problem, this paper first provides a formal notation of a task model that is further refined to support the variation of conditions depending on multiple contexts of use. Key concepts are then introduced to support the task modelling process so as to create a clear frontier between the Context-dependent Task Model and the Context-Independent Task Model. The ContextPartially-Independent Task Model attempts to capture subtasks shared in many contexts of use, but not all. The use of these key concepts enable designers to build a Multi-Context Task Model, notably, by factoring out common parts from Context-dependant Task Models. All these key concepts are equally denoted with the introduced formal notation. In addition, they support designers in adopting the task modelling approach of their choice in multiple contexts of use, which is so far not allowed.
Introduction
For many years, user interfaces (UIs) have been developed assuming that the context of use in which they work remains constant over time: the user considered to have little or no variation, interacting with the same computing platform to carry out the same task in a non-changing physical environment. Today, this assumption is no longer satisfied as we observe:
1. A multiplicity of users: not only types of users become more numerous (e.g., more people are willing to interact with computers), but also types of user are subject to many redefinitions (e.g., users do evolve over time dynamically). 2. A proliferation of computing platforms: existing computing platforms, like the desktop PC, are progressively enhanced with new interaction capabilities while new platforms are emerging, such as cellular phone, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), Pocket PC, Web Appliance, or dedicated interaction devices.
3. A continuous evolution of the physical environment: the organizational structure may change (thus leading to moving a role from type of user to another), the office location may change (thus resulting in task reallocation), the working circumstances may change (e.g., the user moves with her computing platform from one place to another).
Existing conditions in which users carry out their interactive tasks are progressively evolving, while new conditions are appearing. Therefore, the capability of task-based UI design (i.e., with a single, all-encompassing task model) to initiate the development process and to ensure user-centered design is questioned. In other words, a task model valid for a single predefined context of use may become no longer valid for multiple, possibly largely different, contexts of use or for variations of the context of use.
The aim of this paper is to address the problem of task modelling in multiple contexts of use by augmenting the capabilities of traditional single-context task modelling to support multiple contexts of use simultaneously. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 situates the scope of this paper and motivates it by highlighting some shortcomings of existing approaches. Section 3 selects a well-established task model that will be subject to a formal definition of its form and properties. Section 4 introduces our detailed definition of the context of use in terms of the previously defined formal notation and provides four key concepts to support an original multi-context task model. Section 5 exemplifies the above concepts on a case study in tele-medicine. Section 6 concludes the paper by reporting on the benefits of the four key concepts supporting the multicontext task modelling and suggests some future work.
The Development Process of Multi-context User Interfaces
To define the scope of this paper, we rely on the reference framework for plastic UIs introduced by Calvary, Coutaz & Thevenin [1] . It identifies four major levels for producing context-sensitive UIs (Fig. 1 ).
A Concepts and Tasks
Model connects a task model and a concepts model, which describes the concepts of interest of the domain of discourse, along with their internal relationships as manipulated by the task. 2. An Abstract UI defines a computing platform-independent rendering of the above concepts and relationships as they are required by the task in terms of working spaces (or presentation units). 3. A Concrete UI transforms the above platform-independent rendering into a platform-dependent rendering. 4. A Final UI determines the complete piece of code required to run/execute the UI from the above concrete UI.
In any given context of use (e.g., C1 in Fig. 1 ), each level is subject to an iteration that is, any redefinition or recomposition performed at the same level of abstraction to accommodate with new design options. Each non-final level is subject to a reification that is, any transformation of an abstract level into a more concrete one with the ultimate goal of producing a final UI. A second context of use can be reached at any level of abstraction thanks to a translation that is, any transformation of a UI description initially intended for a given context of use into another description of the same level of abstraction, but that is tailored to another context of use.
Our approach for considering multiple contexts of use focuses on the examination of the translation at the 'Concepts and Tasks Model' level, as represented by the lens in Fig. 1 . To express the impact of context variations on the task model, Thevenin [16] introduced two notions: the decoration which consists of expressing particular configurations of the task model depending on logical conditions representing variations of the context of use and the factorization which consists of expressing common configurations in part or whole of the task model depending on the same logical conditions. The two notions of decoration and factorization can serve as fundamental atomic operations to compose various approaches to modelling tasks for multiple contexts of use. Among these approaches are the following examples: [16] : build one task model for each context of use one after another, combine the resulting separate task models into a comprehensive one by performing factorization and decoration, respectively. 2. A 'Factoring out' approach: build one task model for each context of use and apply factorization to separate common parts from uncommon ones. 3. A Minimalistic approach: build one task model containing all parts common to all contexts of use and apply decoration for all uncommon parts resulting from specific contexts of use. The above examples show how important a simultaneous consideration of multiple contexts of use can be. Equally important are the need for a formal notation and an appropriate way to factoring out parts that are common to different contexts and for differentiating parts that are dissimilar in these contexts. They argue for the need of a sound basis for task modelling in multiple contexts of use.
Task Model

Introduction
A task model describes tasks that users need to perform in order to reach a goal when interacting with a computer-based system. Tasks are typically recursively decomposed into a hierarchy of subtasks. A task model can be represented by a graph structure where:
-Nodes are the different tasks and subtasks a user has to carry out.
-Edges denote either a decomposition relation (a task t i is decomposed into several subtasks) or a temporal relation (e.g., a task must be performed before another) between nodes.
Task modelling has been extensively researched for years without any consensus on a formal notation. Various formalisms have been proposed (e.g., formal grammars, transition networks, Petri nets) that cover different types of information for different types of task model. Some are more oriented towards identifying the activities and their logical decomposition whereas others are including indications of temporal relationships and adding information related to various concepts such as task objects, rules or agents [10] .
The selection of ConcurTaskTree (CTT) as a starting task model results from a careful analysis of several task models [9] based on the following rationale:
-CTT is more oriented towards software engineering than towards psychocognitive analysis (like TKS [8] for instance). -CTT has a rich set of formally defined temporal operators (i.e. LOTOS operators) [11] , probably the most extensive one. -CTT is supported by a usable graphical tool (CCTE) which facilitates its dissemination and communication among practitioners.
This section sets the basis of a formal notation of a CTT task model in order to support task modelling for multiple contexts of use.
Definition and Properties
Let us assume that the task model is a directed graph. Let RO be the set of relationship operators. RO is partitioned into temporal and decomposition relationships. The Task Model TM is defined by a tuple < TASK , t 0 , T > where:
-TASK is a finite set, called the set of tasks. TASK = {t 0 , t 1 , ..., t n } where the t i are the different tasks and subtasks that have to be carried out. -t 0 ∈ TASK is the root of the graph, that is to say the initial task.
-T ⊆ TASK × RO × TASK is a set of transitions, which can be noted by the triplet < t i , ro i , t j >. As it is a directed graph, t i is the source node whereas t j is the target node.
For example, the task tree represented in Fig. 2 would be denoted as: Moreover, some properties can be asserted:
>} denotes the set of all the predecessors of t i .
-∀t i ∈ TASK, father(t i ) = set of all the predecessors of t i where ro i is a relationship of decomposition in the triplet < t j , ro i , t i >. -∀t i ∈ TASK, child(t i ) = set of all the successors of t i where ro i is a decomposition relationship in the triplet < t i , ro i , t j >. -∀t i ∈ TASK, brother(t i ) = set of all the successors or predecessors of t i where ro i is a temporal relationship in the triplet < t i , ro i , t j > or in the triplet < t j , ro i , t i >. -the nodes of TM will be organized in layers from the root. We define L i (the layer of range i ) as the set of the nodes resulting from applying Deo's level decomposition algorithm [3] . Moreover, ∀i ∀j,
the root denotes the main task. -if child(t i ) = ∅, then t i is a leaf: a leaf denotes a basic task.
For the purpose of this paper, the following hypotheses are stated:
TM is a 1-graph, that is to say that there exists only one directed edge between two nodes. -TM is not a tree because ∀t i , # Γ − (t i ) ≤ 3: a node can have up to three predecessors: its father, its brother or itself (via iteration relationship).
-∀t i ∈ TASK, child(t i ) = 1: there must be more than one child for each task, otherwise this task should not have been decomposed.
, a corollary of the previous property.
there can be one and only one root for each TM.
Task Model for Multiple Contexts of Use
Introduction to the Context of Use
Task models attempt to systematically represent the way users achieve a goal when interacting with a system. Some factors largely influence how a user performs tasks to achieve a goal. We group these factors under the term context of use.
The concept of context is extensively investigated in various areas of computer science, leading to no unique definition. Schilit et al [13] define context by three important aspects : where you are, who you are and what resources are nearby. It means that they include the computing environment, the user environment and, finally, the physical environment. Chen and Kotz [2] added to this definition the time context, because the moment the user has to perform a task is also an important and a natural factor.
Some authors consider context to be the user's context while others consider it to be the application's environment [15] . Petrelli et al [12] define the context as any information that can be used to characterize and interpret the situations in which a user interacts with an application at a certain time.
Dey and Abowd [4] define context to be any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, a place or objects that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves. From this definition, almost any information available at the time of interaction can be interpreted as contextual information (e.g., social situation, physiological measurement, and schedules).
Schmidt et al [14] define context as knowledge about the user's and IT device's state, including surroundings, situation and location.
We define the context of use as the complete environment in which a task is carried out. The concept of context of use is partitioned into three models [4, 5, 7, 6, 17] From the example of Fig. 2 , a CTM can be denoted as follows:
where C 1 would be for instance:
If an application is used in different contexts of use, a matrix [C] would have more than one element of context. Some properties of an application can be asserted from its matrix of context. An application is said to be mono-user, respectively multi-user when (UM) = 1, respectively (UM) > 1. By analogy an application is said to be mono/multi-environment and mono/multi-platform.
Context-Independent and Context-Partially-Independent Task Model
In task modelling for multiple context of use, we notice that some tasks or subtasks are carried out the same way in all (or several) different contexts of use. Thus, isolating context-dependent tasks from context-independent ones may be considered useful. In this section, two new concepts are defined to support this isolation: the Context-Independent Task Model (CITM) which is a task model valid for all considered contexts of use and the Context-Partially-Independent Task Model (CPITM) which is a task model valid for a subset of considered contexts of use. Links between different task models will be also considered. -TASK is a finite set of tasks {t 0 , t 1 , ..., t n } where the t i are tasks and subtasks that belong to each CTM . -t 0 ∈ TASK is the root of the graph and of each CTM i . -T ⊆ TASK × RO × TASK is a set of transitions common to all CTMs.
-[C citm ] is a matrix containing all the different contexts of use.
. . .
The following conditions must hold:
-t 0 ∈ CITM ⇔ t 0 ∈ CTM j ∀j : in order to find a CITM, all the different CTMs need to have at least the same root. Indeed, two CTMs having parts in common but not their root can not be considered to form a CITM as their main purpose is different.
included in all CTMs. Moreover, each task in the CITM (except the root) must have a father. -# L i of the CITM ≥ threshold : the Context-Independent Task Model must have at least threshold layers. Indeed, the number of desired layers in our CITM should be adjustable by the designer. The relevancy of the CITM depends indeed on the granularity of task analysis. -if child(t i ) = ∅, then t i is a leaf task or a fork task. A fork task t i is a task which is the source node of at least one conditional relationship with a task belonging to another task model.
The Context Partially Independent Task Model. A Context-Independent
Task Model is made up of tasks that must be carried out in all different contexts of use. But how do we represent a task model valid for only some of those contexts of use? For instance, if we want to develop a multi-platform application for a laptop, a desktop PC and a handheld PC, it is likely that factoring out common tasks between a laptop and a desktop PC would be useful. Moreover, the following conditions must hold: We can now define more precisely a fork task.
where ro i is a conditional relationship between two graphs (CITM and CTM j ) or (CITM and CPITM j ) or (CPITM i and CPIT M j ) or (CPITM i and CTM j ).
Remark on CITM and CPITM. Two properties of the general TM have been relaxed in order to obtain a transient representation that shows intersection between CTMs: -Unique children are allowed. A TM is said to be well-formed iff the minimal number of children for a task is set to two. In other words, it does not make sense to decompose one task into a single task. In a CITM or a CPITM, a task having only one subtask is just the sign that only one subtask is common between the different CTMs from which the CITM (or CPITM) is constructed. -Isolated brothers are allowed. Each task of a well-formed TM has to be related at least with one of his brother. In a CITM (or a CPITM), only common transitions between CTMs are shown. As temporal relations between two brother tasks can vary from one context to another, it is admitted that two brother tasks may share no temporal relationship with each other in a CITM (or a CPITM).
The Multi-context Task Model
The Multi-Context Task Model (MCTM) represents all possible variations of a task model for a given application. The MCTM components are presented in Fig. 3 . A MCTM is the union of identified CITM, CPITMs and residual parts of CTM. All components are linked with conditional relations. The residual part of CTMs represents parts that could not be factored out in a CITM or CPITMs.
A residual CTM for a context C i is defined as the set of t i ∈ TASK and
where C i ∈ [C cpitm ]. A residual CTM can be a well-formed subgraph, a single task or a single transition.
To relate the different components of the MCTM, a conditional expression is introduced. This condition relates a CITM to a CPITM or a residual CTM; a CPITM to another CPITM or a residual CTM. A condition has the form X/p, where X specifies the contexts of use for which a subgraph is valid and p specifies a relationship type (decomposition or temporal) between two tasks situated on different task models (Fig. 4) .
To take into account the condition, relationship type of RO must be subtyped into two types: simple and conditional. Four types are thus obtained: simple decomposition relationship, conditional decomposition relationship, simple temporal relationship and conditional temporal relationship. 
A Case Study
To illustrate how this can be applied, a case study is introduced that refines a set of scenarios taking place in a medical institution. In all scenarios, a patient is treated in an hospital and a medical staff needs to obtain all the information relative to the patient's case. Two types of person can access this information: doctors and nurses. The computing platforms on which they have to carry out their task are various: a desktop PC, a handheld PC and a Cellular Phone. Three different contexts and associated scenarios are defined:
1. A doctor with a desktop PC (context 1): A doctor, in her office at the hospital, wants to prepare the visit she has to do to a patient during the afternoon. In order to do this, she logs in into the system and queries a database to access the patient's medical information (Fig. 5 ). This information consists in medical files which are composed of text and/or images (e.g., x-ray pictures). She may want to update this information, by adding additional observations on the patient state for instance. Moreover, for severely ill patients, the doctor also wants to monitor real-time information on the patient state (for instance, vital parameters like heart rate, body temperature).
A nurse with a handheld PC (context 2):
A nurse is working in her service with a handheld PC. She wants to access the medical file of a patient. After logging in, the nurse queries the system to check the medical file of the patient. Considering the size of the screen of the handheld PC, the nurse can only visualize text or images one at a time. The nurse is not allowed to modify the file. Like the doctor the nurse has access to real-time parameters of a patient (Fig. 6 ). 
A doctor with a Cellular Phone (context 3):
At lunch time, the doctor wants to check a patient's medical file. After logging in into the system, she views the available textual information. As she is particularly worried about this patient, she monitors real-time information (Fig. 7) .
The CITM is given in Fig. 8 and is valid for all the different contexts of use, it is to say that: A MCTM can be defined from the different CITM, CPITM and residual CTMs (Fig. 10) .
Conclusion and Future Work
Thanks to the approach developed in this paper, a UI intended to cover multiple contexts of use can be related to several CTMs depending on the different contexts of use, having small or large differences depending on: -tasks: (i) the task remains the same while the context of use changes; (ii) some tasks (or subtasks) are removed when the context of use changes, because either there is no possibility to perform the removed task in the new context or some tasks appear to be unnecessary or irrelevant for a certain context of use; (iii) task ordering is modified without modification of the tasks themselves. In this case, only the transition differ; (iv) some tasks (or subtasks) are added because a new context requires more tasks to achieve the same goal; -relationships: the temporal relationship between two tasks may differ from one context to another. In the case study presented in Section 5, the two subtasks of the "log in" task are concurrent in one case and sequential in another case.
In order to formally represent those possible variations, several key concepts have been defined, each of them associated with a formal notation: The formal notation introduced for a general task model, based on CTT, along with their use for all components of a task model for multiple contexts of use are the original contribution of this paper. They enable designers to adopt any approach discussed in Section 2 in a more formal and structured way. In particular, there is now a clear frontier between task model elements that change or do not change when the context of use is varying. The formal notation also makes it appropriate for inclusion in a tool like CTTE as it provides an internal format that can be manipulated by an automata.
With respect to the reference framework presented in Fig. 1 , this work can be situated at the 'Concepts and Task Model' level and deals with the translation relationship. This study could be extended by defining a formal concept model, analyzing <task, concepts> relationships and considering the influence of context of use variations on these relationships. In particular, it could be worth to represent constraints imposed by a computing platform on the selection of presentation elements (e.g., availability vs unavailability) or preferred by a user type. Furthermore, there is a need for a formal abstract UI model and concrete UI model that could in their turn be subject to a study on context of use variation. In addition, some patterns should be identified to represent the translation relationship in prototypical context variation. Finally, the notation developed here should be extended to represent run-time adaption mechanisms, as run-time subtask switching, branching, or migrating.
